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For any measure p, let T, denote the operator defined as convolution by CL. 
The spectral theory of the operators T, is studied. We focus our attention on 
certain infinite Bernoulli convolutions of the form p = $jC~=, (@a + 48, ), 
where the sequence {tn} is subject to certain arithmetic constraints. It is sho& 
that the corresponding convolution operators do not have “natural” spectra 
on the spaces H1 and Lip N. 
Extensive study has been made of the spectral theory and Banach algebra 
properties of measure algebras. The pioneering efforts of Wiener and Pitt have 
been enormously expanded by many authors, including Sreider, Williamson, 
Rudin, Taylor, and others (see [13, 14, 191). However, very little seems to be 
known concerning the spectral theory of measures as convolution operators 
on other spaces. In this paper, we make a study of such operators on the spaces 
HI and Lip (Y. Our ideas are of necessity somewhat different from the well- 
known and very sophisticated techniques now available for measure algebras. 
The object of our study will be an infinite Bernoulli convolution of the form 
II =*c,“=, (&l + 8&J> where the sequence (ts} is subject to certain arithmetic 
constraints. We carefully examine the j-fold sum of the support of ,u, that is, 
the j-fold sum of a certain Cantor set. This leads to an estimate for the spectral 
radius (on iF and Lip a) of certain perturbations of the operator T,, , defined 
by TJf) = p *f. This, in turn, will imply the existence of a measure whose 
spectrum as a convolution operator on both H1 and Lip 01 is “not natural.” 
Our principal results are Theorems 1, 2.4, 3.10, 4.3, and 5.6. We begin our 
discussion with some notation and definitions. 
* This work was supported in part by NSF Grant GP 28112A. 
t This paper was originally submitted to and accepted by Advances i?z Mathematics 
early in 1975. 
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1. NOTATION, DEFINITIONS, AND SOME COMMENTS 
Let X be a Banach space. The algebra of bounded linear operators on X is 
denoted by O(X). If T E O(X), we let jj T llo(x) denote the operator norm of T. 
If x is an element of a Banach algebra A, we write sp(x, A) for the spectrum of x 
in A; sp rad(x, A) will denote the spectral radius of x. If A is the Banach algebra 
O(X), and x = T E O(X), we often write sp(T, X) and sp rad(T, x) in place of 
sp( T, O(X)) and sp rad( T, O(X)) respectively. 
If A and B are sets, A\B denotes the set theoretic difference of A and B. 
xa will denote the characteristic function of A. Also, if A is a subset of a topo- 
logical space, A- will signify the closure of A. If A and B are subsets of a 
Euclidean space, dist(A, B) is the distance from A to B. We let Z denote the 
set of integers, and let N denote the positive integers. 
If G is a locally compact Abelian group (or LCA group) with dual group r, 
let M(G) be the class of finite regular Bore1 measures on G and M,(G) = 
{CL E M(G) 1 fi vanishes at infinity on r>. Here fi is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform 
of CL. 11 p 11 is the total variation norm of CL; supp p is the support of p, that is, the 
smallest closed set on which p is concentrated. For p E M(G), let T, be the 
operator defined by Tu(f) = p *f, w h ere * denotes convolution. We write 
pi = TV and pi = +l + y, j = 2, 3 ,.., . L,(G) will denote the usual L, space 
with respect to the Haar measure of G. C,(G) will signify the continuous func- 
tions on G which vanish at co; C,(G) d enotes those elements of C,,(G) which 
have compact support. If l/p + I/p’ == 1, the duality pairing betweenf f L,(G) 
and g E L,,(G) is defined as (f, g) = JG f (x) g(-x) dx = f * g(0). If G = Z, we 
write L,(G) = l,, 1 <.p < co. 
Let R denote the real line and T the circle group. Let H be the Hilbert 
transform on R, that is 
We define Hi to be {f E L,(R) 1 H( f ) ELM}, the natural domain of the 
Hilbert transform on L, . Under the norm 11 f \I1 + 11 H(f) Ill, ZP becomes a 
Banach space continuously embedded in L, . Analogously, we define w(U) to 
be the natural domain of the conjugate function operator on L,(T). Explicitly, if 
.fb - t> 
c(f )‘x) = !!i ,’ [,,,,,, 2 tan t/2 dt’ 
for f ELI(T), we let HI(T) = {CELL 1 C(f) eLr(U)} with norm 11 f /jHqT) = 
11 f II1 + 11 C( f )lli . The basic properties of these spaces are well-known (see 
[15, Chap. 7; 23, Chap. VII]). 
Finally, if 0 < 01 < 1, we let Lip 01 denote the space of bounded functions 
on R (or T) which satisfy a Lipschitz condition of order 01. Further notations, 
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including the definition and properties of generalized Lipschitz spaces, will be 
introduced as needed. 
Before stating our principal results, we make some preliminary remarks. Let G 
be an infinite LCA group, and let fcL,(G). Then if T,(g) = f *g, for all 
g EL,(G), it is well-known and easy to show that 
1 < p < CO. Moreover, for f E&(R), we also have 
sp(T, ) H1) =3m ” m and sp(Tf , Lip 4 = 3079 U @I. 
Analogous results are valid for the circle group. 
However, if G is nondiscrete, and if p E IM(G), we do not, in general, have 
sp(p, IM(G)) = a(r)- (see [13, Th eorem 5.3.41). In fact, there exists a measure 
p E M,(G) so that sp(,~, M,,(G)) # a(r) U (0) (see [20]). It follows readily that 
there exists p E m,,(G) so that 
sp(T, > L,(G)) f F(r) ” 101. 
But, since li; vanishes at infinity, an elementary interpolation argument implies 
that 
SP(TU , LP) = iiz(U ” (01, 
1 < p < CO (see [5, Sect. I.41 for the case G = IR”; the general case requires 
no new ideas). We will prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. There exists a measure p E M,,(R) so that 
(4 sp(T, , H’) f P(R) ” (01 
and 
(b) sp(T, , Lip a) # ,iz(R) u {0}, 0 < ol < 1. 
The analog of this result for the circle group is also obtained. The theorem 
will follow by the more general results to be shown is Sections 2, 3, and 4. 
(In particular, see Theorem 2.4, Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5, and Theorems 3.10 and 
4.3.) By the comments above, we see that our theorem is, in a sense, intermediate 
between the L, and L, (1 < p < 00) cases. This fact is further exemplified by 
the following: 
PROPOSITION. Let Y E M(&!). Then we have 
sp(Tv , L,) = WV- C sp(Tv , L,) C sp(T, , H1) C SP(“, M(W), 
for 1 <p<co. 
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Proof. The first equality and the first inclusion above are completely 
elementary (see [21]). T o p rove the second inclusion, assume X # sp(Z’” , Ill). 
Then S = (ti - 2’“))l is a bounded operator on iYr; in particular, S maps w 
boundedly into L, . By duality, S maps L, into BMO (see [3] for the definition 
and properties of BMO). By an interpolation theorem of Fefferman and Stein 
[3, Sect. III, part 51, we see that S is a bounded operator from L, into itself, 
1 < p < co, that is, h $ sp( T, , L,), 1 < p < co. 
Finally, the inclusion sp(T, , H1) C sp(~, M&Q)) is again very elementary. 
This proves the proposition. 
As usual, the analog of this proposition is also valid on the circle group. 
To conclude this section, we point out a result which is related to Theorem 1. 
In [6], Igari shows that if 1 < p < co, p # 2, there exists a measure TV E M([W) 
so that 
SPV!A , LZJ fi iw-. (1) 
(In fact, the analog of (1) is valid for all nondiscrete LCA groups.) Thus the 
proposition above implies that there exists p E M(IW) so that 
However, by (1) and our preceding comments, the measure of Igari cannot be 
in fil,,(lw). Therefore Igari’s techniques are not available to us. Rather, we will 
prove Theorem 1 by carefully analyzing the j-fold sum of certain Cantor sets 
(see the proof of Theorem 3.10) and by using the Gelfand theory of Banach 
algebras. The basic ideas involved will be developed in the succeeding sections. 
2 
In this section, we show how part (a) of Theorem 1 follows from a certain 
basic estimate. For 0 < 6 < co, define 
Y*(x) = l/S if 0 < x < 612 
= -l/6 if 42 < x < 0, 
and let Y,(x) = 0 if 1 x 1 > S/2. 
We require some basic lemmas concerning the function !P8 . 
LEMMA 2.1. Let MEL,. Then lim,,, jjf * Y8 /jr = 0. 
The proof of this lemma is completely elementary. 
LEMMA 2.2. There exists a constant K > 0 so that 
II ‘iv, 11~1 B K 
for all 6 > 0. 
sWz912-3 
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PYOO~. Since the Hilbert transform commutes with dilations, it suffices to show 
Ya E H1. By a straightforward computation, H(Y,)(x) = (1/2r) log j zz/(zc2 - 1)1, 
for x # 0, -& 1, and it is thus easy to see that H(Y2) EL, . This proves the lemma. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let T be a bounded linear operator on HI. Then 
where K is an absolute constant. 
The next result is of basic importance in our development. It provides the 
abstract basis for our theory. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let t.~ E M,(R). Suppose that for every j = 1,2,... we have 
l$ yp II pi * Y8 Ill 2 7, (*I + 
where v > 0 is an absolute constant. Then there exists f E L,( R) so that 
SP rad(T,-f, W > lib -f>^lL. 
In particular, sp(T,-, , H1) # (/J - f)^(R) U (0). 
Proof. Choose ME& so that 
IMP -f)^ l/m -=I 1. (1) 
Such an f exists since p vanishes at infinity on R. Let j be a positive integer. 
Then (p - f)j is of the form # - g with g E L,(R). Thus by Lemma 2.1 and 
condition (*), 
Hence by Corollary 2.3 applied to the operator (T,,-,)j we see 
for allj = 1, 2,... . 
The spectral radius formula now implies that 
This inequality, combined with (l), implies the theorem. 
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Comment 2.5. The basic idea of Theorem 2.4 is as follows: If, for each j, 
(T,)i is “far enough” from functions in L, in the O(KI) norm, then there exists 
MEL, so that sp rad(TUPf , Hi) > li(p - f)” /Ice . If we restrict our attention 
only to the algebra of measures, the argument of Theorem 2.4 shows the 
following: If y E M,,(R), p # 0, and $ is singular with respect to Lebesgue 
measure, j = 1, 2 ,..., then we can choose f EL, so that sp rad(p - f, M(R)) > 
il(p - f)^ I/= . This idea is already implicit in [21]. 
It is evident that Theorem 2.4 implies part (a) of Theorem 1, once we have 
shown the existence of a measure p E M,,(R) satisfying (*). Later we will show 
that (*) also implies part (b) of Theorem 1 (see Section 4). Examples showing 
that (*) may fail for certain singular measures in M,(R) will be given in 
Section 6. 
Comment 2.6. The case j = 1 of Theorem 2.4 also deserves some special 
attention. The existence of p E Ma(R) satisfying 
evidently implies that there exists 7’ > 0 so that (1 T, - Tf ljocHq > q’, for all 
f~Li . This is analogous to a result of Figa-Talamanca and Gaudry [4]. These 
authors show that if 1 < p < CO, p # 2, there exists a multiplier transformation 
(see [ll]) T on L, which satisfies (1) I/ T - Tf Ilo(L.,) > c, for all fEL, (c > 0 
is a constant independent of f), and (2) pi‘~ C,(R). Here T(f)’ = p3, for 
f E cm. 
3 
In this section we show the existence of measures in M,(R) which satisfy 
the condition (*) of Theorem 2.4. We focus our attention on infinite Bernoulli 
convolutions of the form $+z”=, (&S, + &J, where the sequence {tk} is subject 
to certain arithmetic constraints. We begin by reviewing some facts concerning 
Bernoulli convolutions and Cantor sets. 
Let {tk} be a sequence of positive real numbers with xz=‘=, t < co, and let 
t, > Cz=‘=,+, t, for all n. We define the infinite Bernoulli convolution p = 
%r”=, ($8, + $$J to be the weak * limit of the measures pN = +&‘=, (&S, + $S, ) 
as N---f co. (6, denotes the unit mass measure at t). It is well-known that p !s 
a continuous measure whose support is the set 
E = 
I 
f Ektk j ck = 0 or 1, k = 1, 2,... 
k4 I 
(see [S, Sects. 4, 61). 
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The Fourier-Stieltjes transform of p is given by 
/qx) = @x/2 fJ cos g&x, 
k=l 
where 6’ = CzzI tk . 
Such p may also be viewed as measures of the Cantor-Lebesgue type. 
Specifically, choose the sequence {[,} so that t, = efr ... f,-,(l - [J, 
n = 1, 2,... . Then, for every n, & < 3 , and the set E above is the Cantor set 
constructed on [O, 01 corresponding to the “successive dissection” process with 
ratios {E,} (see [IO, pp. 13-141). Moreover, the infinite Bernoulli convolution p 
is precisely the Cantor-Lebesgue measure corresponding to E. Both of these 
points of view will be useful in the sequel. 
To facilitate matters, we make several definitions. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let 0 < fI, < & , k = 1, 2 ,..., and let 0 < 6’ < co. 
Define t, = 06, ... &-l(l - &J, h = 1, 2 )... . Let E be the Cantor set on 
[0, 01 corresponding to the ratios of dissection (5,). We associate with E the 
following sets: 
(1) A,={C~==,~~t~I~~=Oorl,k=1,2 ,..., n}. 
(2) E, = ut:, Ini, where each In,i is an interval of the form [01, /3] with 
olEA,and/I =a!+& ... & . Moreover, we arrange matters so that the right 
end point of Ini is less than the left end point of Ii+‘. 
Note that E, is the “nth stage of construction” of E; evidently, E = nz=‘=, E, . 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let 0 < 01 < + . Choose R, so that 2 CzX’=lc, l/(K!)ol < 1, 
and so that l/(n!)* > 2CTzn+, l/(k!)ol for n > K, . Let HI, = [((k + k,)!)-a, 
2((R + KJ!)-~]. Let Q be the compact product space D = nz=, Hk . Let mrc 
denote the normalized Haar measure on Hk , that is rnK = m/m(H,), where m 
denotes Lebesgue measure. Let P be the corresponding infinite product measure 
on Q. 
We have largely followed [12, p. 2561 in Definition 3.2. However, we have 
altered matters slightly in the definition of the Hk . This is so that {tn} E Gr 
implies that t,, > Cz=“=,+, k t for all n, and so that all measures considered below 
have support in [0, 11. We now state a theorem of Salem (see [12, pp. 256-257; 
10, pp. IOO-1021). 
LEMMA 3.3. For almost all {tk} E Q (with respect o the measure P), the injinite 
Bernoulli convolution p = j$=, ($$, + &J is in M,,(R). 
Crucial in our proof is the number theoretic concept of full independence 
(see [12, p. 2571). We extend this notion slightly. 
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DEFINITION 3.4. Let {tk} be a sequence of real numbers satisfying 
xr==, / t, ] < co. Let y >, 0. We say that {tk) is fully independent mod y if 
and only if the following condition is satisfied: If {nk} is any bounded sequence 
of integers, and if C& n,t, E {yn 1 n is an integer}, then nk = 0, K = 1, 2 ,... . 
If y = 0, we say {tk> is fully independent. 
We now have the following variant of Proposition 5 of [12, pp. 257-2581. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let y >, 0. Then almost all sequences {t,J E Q are fully independent 
mod y. 
The proof of Lemma 3.5 is essentially the same as that of the aforementioned 
result in [12]. We will also require an alternate characterization of full inde- 
pendence. To this end, we make the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let {tk} be a sequence of real numbers. Let y > 0. We 
say that {tk} is fully separated mod y if and only if the following condition is 
satisfied: For every j E N and c E (0, l), there exists NE IV so that if n 3 N 
and if {m,}~S”=l is a finite sequence in Z with 1 mi / < j( 1 < i < n), then either (1) 
m, = 0 (1 < i < n) or (2) 1 CF=, miti - yl 1 > c 1 t, / for all 1 E Z. 
In case y = 0, we say (tk} is fully separated. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let (tic} be a sequence of nonxero real numbers satisfying 
t,,,/tl, ---f 0 as k -+ co. Then {tr} is fully independent mod y if and only if (tk} is 
fully separated mod y. 
Proof. It is clear that C,“=, 1 t, ) < co. We make the following observation: 
Let j t N and c E (0, 1). There exists k, E N so that if n > k, 
and if {mi}~E,Ois a finite sequence in Z with ! mi / <j(k,, < i < n), 
then either (a) mi = 0 (k, < i < n) or (b) 1 C&, miti - yl / (1) 
> c ! t, 1 for all 1 E Z. 
To prove (l), choose k, so that s 3 k, implies thatCT=,+, j ti 1 < (( 1 - c)/j) I t,(. 
In addition, if y > 0 we require CF=, 1 ti j < y/2j. In this case, 1 tko / < y/2. 
The existence of such a k, follows easily by the assumption t,+,/t, - 0 as 
k -+ co. Notice that / ts+l 1 < 1 t, 1 for s >, k,, , Let {mi}&O be a finite sequence 
in H with / m, / < j (k, < i < n), and suppose mi # 0 for some i. We denote 
by s the first index i so that mi f 0. Then 
>, I t, I -j (9 I t, I) = c I t, I >, c ! t, /, (2) 
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the last inequality following since n > s. If y = 0, then (1) follows by (2). If 
y > 0, then for 1 E Z with I # 0 we obtain 
1 f wi -$I 3 y-i f Iti/ 3 y-y/2 3 /tlcol 2 c 1 t, ;. (3) 
i=k, i=ko 
Clearly (1) follows by (2) and (3). 
Now suppose that {tk} is fully independent mod y, and that {tkf is not fully 
separated mod y. Then there exist j E N, c E (0, l), and an infinite set 4 C FV 
satisfying the following: For every 12 ~9, there corresponds a finite sequence 
(r~}i”_r in h with 1 mnjs j < j(1 < i < n) and rnFn # 0 for some s, , and there 
exists 1, E Z so that 
If y = 0, we may take 1, = 0 for every n ~9. If y > 0, then 1 Z, / < 2j0/y, 
where 0 = Cr=, 1 ti I. Let K, correspond to j and c as in (1). Then by (1) and (4), 
there exists i, (1 < i, < K,) so that rnFfi # 0, for every 12 E J, with n >, k, . 
Since Y is an infinite set, there exists an integer 4, with 1 < Q < K, , so that 
mpn # 0 for infinitely many n. Let 4: = {n E Sj mgn # O}. Let x, = {mi”}r=i 
for n E Yi . Then Ij x, Ill, < j. Hence there exists a sequence {xn,} of elements 
in (xn I n E Yi} converging in the weak t topology of 1, to an element x E I, . 
It is evident that x = {mi}E1 is a sequence of integers, 11 x Ill, < j, and mp # 0. 
Since {I, } is a bounded sequence of integers, it is clear that a subsequence of 
{Zn,} co&erges to an integer 1. Hence by (4), 
This contradicts the fact that {tk} is fully independent mod y. Therefore, {tk} 
must be fully separated mod y. 
Conversely, suppose that {tk) is fully separated mod y. If {tk} is not fully 
independent mod y, there exists a bounded sequence (m,} in Z so that mio # 0 
for some i, , and so that 
(5) 
for some I, E B. Let j = max,>i / mi I. S ince {tk} is fully separated mod y, there 
exists NE N so that n > N implies 
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for every finite sequence &}Lr in Z with n, # 0 for some s, and 1 ni 1 < j 
(1 < i < n). 
Since t,+,/t, -+ 0, it is simple to verify that there exists M so that n > M 
implies ) t, 1 3 4jCy=,+, 1 ti I. Define Q = max(N, M, is). Then by (5), 
j % miti - A / 
i=Q+l 
contradicting (6). It follows that {tk} is fully independent mod y. The theorem 
is completely proved. 
Comment 3.8. We originally discovered Theorem 3.7 by carefully studying 
the j-fold sum of the set E = {Cy=, E$, j ei = 0 or l} with itself. The resultant 
proof was long and indirect. The direct and simpler proof given here of the 
first implication in Theorem 3.7 was suggested by Professor P. J. Cohen. 
The case y = 0 is all that we require for the arguments of this section. How- 
ever, the case y = x will be used later in this work. We need one further lemma. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let G be an LCA group with Haar measure m. Let K be a compact 
subset of G, and let F be a subset of jinite measure in G. Suppose 0 E F and m(F) > 
m(K).Let p E M(G) with p 3 0 and so that supp ~1 C K. Then // p * xF IJL1((F+K),K)), 
(m(F) - m(K)) II CL Il. 
Proof. Note that supp I” * XFC K+F. Thus II v * XFIIL~(F+K) =I/ ~*xFll~,(C) = 
m(F) /j p /I, the last equality following since p >, 0. Therefore, 
1’ p * XF IIL1((F+K)\K) = 11 p * XF !IL1(F+K) - 11 p * XF IILl 
= m(F) 11 CL 11 - jK ( jG xF(% - y) dp( y)) dx 
This proves the lemma. 
We can now state and prove the principal result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let {tn} E Q befully independent. Define p =$+rCp=, (&,+ &St,). 
Then 
limsupi/pj*Ysilr = 1, 
8+0 
for all j = 1, 2,... . 
Before we prove this theorem, some comments are in order. This result, 
combined with Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5, proves the existence of measures satisfying 
condition (*) of Theorem 2.4. The reader should also keep in mind the simpler 
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proof for j = 1. In this case, the assumption of full independence becomes 
extraneous. We then need only integrate over the “gaps” arising in the construc- 
tion of the Cantor set E = {x:,“=, E,$, / Ed = 0 or l} to obtain the result. The 
assumption of full independence is used below only to assure that the j-fold 
sumE+ *.* + E “looks like” a Cantor-type set; we integrate over the “gaps” 
here to prove the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 3.10. It is useful, although not essential, to consider the 
set E as a Cantor set constructed with ratios of dissection 15,). Here (5,) is 
defined inductively by the formula t, = &$, * .. En-i( 1 - &), rz = 1, 2,... , 
where 6 = x:,“=, t, . Notice that since (tn> E 9, t,+i/t, -+ 0 as n + co. Thus 
& -+ 0 as 12 + co. Moreover, & < $ for all n. Let {E,} be the sets corresponding 
to E as in Definition 3.1; write E, = u:“, Ini. 
Let j be a positive integer. By Theorem 3.7, (ta) is fully separated. Hence, 
there exists N so that n 3 N implies 
whenever {m,}~=r is a finite sequence of integers with j m, / ,( j (1 < i < n), 
and miO # 0 for some i,. Let O<E<~. Choose n,>Nsso that k>n, 
implies 8j&/(l - &) < E, and j@i ... & < $ta . Let n >, n,, . We will analyze 
the j-fold sum E,, + ... + E, , written jE, . It is clear that jEn = Uff, Jlzi, 
where each Jni is an interval of the form I$ + ... + I$‘, and Jmi # JpzL if i f 1. 
Moreover, since {tk} is linearly independent over the rationals, it is not difficult 
to see that M = (j + 1)“. 
Write Jni = [CQ , pi], 1 < i < M. Then pi - oli , the length of Jni, is 
3% ... 6, , for all i. We assert that 
dist(Jni, J,“) > $t, (2) 
for i # E, and n > n, . For let CQ = C,“=, wst, be the left end point of Jni, and 
let aI = Cz=, ws’t, be the left end point of Jn2; ws and ws’ are integers between 0 
and j, 1 < s < n. Since Jai and Jnz have common length, but do not coincide, 
we must have 01~ # 01~ . We may assume oli < 01~ . Then dist( Jni, Jnz) = al - /& 
(provided this quantity is nonnegative). However, by (l), 
(3) 
It is evident that (2) follows by (3). 
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In order to prove our theorem, it suffices to show that if 6, = it,, then 
II pcLj * y*, Ill 3 1 - E (4) 
for all n >, n, . 
Fix 11 >, 1~,,  write S = 6, , and let pi be the measure defined by p&F) = 
~(1~~ nF), for every Bore1 set F. Then pj = z:, pivi , where qi is a positive 
integer, and vi is a measure of the form pi, * pi, * ... * pij . Moreover, we 
arrange matters so that supp vi C Jni, 1 < i < M, where M = (j + l)%. 
Clearly, II pj * Y,3 /I1 = I! XL qi(vi * y8jFll . 
We claim 
if i # I, then supp (vi * ul,) and supp (vr * !PJ are disjoint. (5) 
To show (5), we note supp vs * Y8 C Jns + [-S/2, S/2] = [a, - S/2, p, + S/2], 
1 d s < M. By (2), Jni n Jlaz = a, say, Pi -c 01~ . Again by (2), (Ye >, pi + G&, . 
Hence (01~ - S/2) - (pi + S/2) >, at, > 0. Therefore, [ai - S/2, /3i + S/2] and 
h - w> Pl + WI are disjoint. Thus, (5) obtains. 
BY (5)) 
/I z$l Qi(“i * l”*) /iI zy f 4i II vi * y8 III * 
i=l 
Fix i. Then vi * Y8 = (l/S)( X vz * c~,S’~) - vi * Xcs12,d, and vi * %,m has 
support in [ai , pi + S/2]; vi * X(PG,p,O) has support in [tii - S/2, /Ii]. Therefore 
1’ vi x y8 I!~ 3 II vi * lu, lIL1(8,,oi+6/2) + Ii vi* ul, IlL,(ai-F/2,ai) 
= (l/S) II vi * %3,8/2) /lL,h3&3,+*/2) + U/S) II vi * XW,,,) lILl("i-*,2,ni) 
3 (1/s)(s/2 - (Pi - %I> II vi II + (1/s)(s/2 - (Pi - %>)IIViII 
= (1 - wi - %)iS) II vi II; 
this inequality follows by Lemma 3.9 with K = [ai , /Ii] and F = [O, S/2) for 
the first term, and K = [ai, &I, F = (-S/2, O] for the second term. 
Since /3< - oli = jet, ... 6, for every i, and S = 6, = it, = t&$, ... [,-,(l - [,), 
we have 
By (6) we finally obtain 
II pi * y8 /II = 5 4i Ii vi * Y8 iI1 
i=l 
>, (1 - l ) f qi /I vi II = (1 - C) Ij $ II = 1 - E. 
i=l 
This implies (4), and completes the proof of the theorem. 
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By combining Theorems 2.4 and 3.10 and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 we obtain 
part (a) of Theorem 1 (see Section 1). We prove part (b) in Section 4 below. 
4 
In this section we will study measures as convolution operators on the 
Lipschitz spaces; in particular, we show an analog of the estimate in Corollary 2.3. 
This will quickly lead to a proof of Theorem l(b). Most of the ideas in this 
section are not novel; in fact, many of the results to be presented are “almost” 
known (compare Lemma 4.2 with the results of [18, 221). Thus we do not strive 
for generality; we prove only the facts needed for our theory. We begin by 
defining the generalized Lipschitz spaces of Taibleson. 
Define the operator rt as translation by t. Let X denote one of the spaces 
L,(R) or L,(T), 1 < p < co. Let 0 < 01 < co, I < 4 ,< co, and let Y be a 
positive integer greater than 01. Define wr(f)(t) = sup,,,~~l~~ ll(~~ - I)r(f)ilx. 
Then we define the generalized Lipschitz space /l(ol; p, Q) to be the collection 
of all functions f E X for which the quantity 
lif /lx + (.,l” (t-+-%(f )(V f,‘l” (1) 
is finite, 1 < p < co; the usual modification is made if Q = co. A(or;p, q) 
becomes a Banach space under the norm defined by (1). If 0 < 01 < I, 
cl(a; co, co) is the collection of bounded functions which satisfy a Lipschitz 
condition of order 01. The basic properties of these spaces may be found in 
[l, 17, 181. 
Let #a denote the Bessel potential of order 01, 0 < a! < cc; that is, yE( f ) = 
G, *f, where G, cLr([W) is defined by GJzc) = (1 + I x 12)-or/2. (We define 
j?(x) = J-“m f (y) e-ix~ dy; this accounts for the slight difference in the definition 
of G, given here from that given in [17]. An explicit formula for G, may be 
found in [15, p. 1321.) We require the following basic fact (see [17, Sect. IV]). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let 0 < N, /3 -C co, and let 1 < p, q < co. Then 
(a) $& is a bounded operator from L, into A(oL; CO, CO). 
(b) ji is an isomorphism from A@; p, q) onto A(o, + ,8; p, q). 
We will also use the following alternate characterization of the spaces fl(ol; p, q). 
Let P,(x) = (l/rr)(t/(xa + P)) denote the Poisson kernal [17, Sect. II]. If 1 < p, 
Q < co, 0 < OL < co, and if X = L,(R), then the norm (1) for il(or; p, q) is 
equivalent to 
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where k is a positive integer >ol; the usual modification is made if 4 = co (see 
[l, Theorem 3.5.3; 17, Theorem 41). 
We make the following observation. Let p E M(R) and definef(x) = p(--00, x). 
Then p * Y8(x) = (1/6)(2f(x) - f(x + S/2) - f(x - S/Z)), for almost all x. 
This may be viewed as a “second difference” off, a quantity arising in the 
definition of generalized Lipschitz spaces. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let p E M(R), let 0 < a < NJ, and let p = 1, or 00. Then 
where C is a constant depending only on ol. 
(b) Let E > 0, and suppose fi = 0 on (-E, c). Then there exists a constant 
C, , depending only on E and a, so that 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1(b), it suffices to consider the case 0 < LY. < 1. We 
also restrict attention to the case p’= 00 (see [18, Theorem 21). Part (a) of this 
lemma is unnecessary in the sequel; we have stated it only for the sake of 
completeness. Its proof parallels closely the argument given in the “sufficiency 
part” of [22, Theorem 11. (Also, see the comments immediately preceding the 
statement of Lemma 4.2.) We turn our attention to part (b). The proof here is 
similar to that given in the “necessity part” of Theorem 1 in [22]; however, it 
is slightly more involved. (Throughout the course of the proof, C will denote a 
constant depending only on ol; its value may change from place to place.) 
Let f(x) = p(- co, x) for x E IF!. By the comments preceding Lemma 4.2 
it suffices to show that 
sup (1,‘; h i)!lf(x i h) +.f(x - h) - 2f(% G C, 1; T, lLo(~ipr) , (1) ih’xl 
where C, is a constant depending only on E and 0~. 
To this end, let 4 EL, . Then by Lemma 4.1, fz(+) E fl(2; co, co). Evidently 
p * 9?(+) E (1(2; co, co). Therefore 
the last inequality following by Lemma 4.1. 
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We thus obtain 
sup t 
t>o IS 
Iw g Pt * G * ~(4 $(-xl dx 1 + / s, G, * P(X) 4(-x) dx ( 
G C II T, Iloc~ip a) II $ I/m . 
Clearly (2) implies that 
(2) 
SE; t I, -& Pt * G * CL /I + Ii (5 * P iI1 G C It T, IIo(LI~~); Ii 
'1 
that is, 
By a simple computation, p * G, = (d/dx)f* G, . Thus 
and so 
: .m 
(see [l, Theorem 3.4.61 or [17, Theorem lo]). 
Let 7 be an infinitely differentiable function on IR so that 11 = 1 on {x ] j x / > 
e/2}, and 7 = 0 on (--c/4, c/4), with O< 77 < 1. The function --7(x)( 1 f x2)/x2 
is then the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a measure A E M(R); this may be 
deduced easily from the fact that 1 - 7(x)(1 + x2)/x2 has infinitely many 
derivatives in L,(R). 
Notice that since fi = 0 on (-E, c),!(x) = (l/&)p(x) = (~(x)/~x)@(x) E 
(g 1 g ELM}. Thus f~Lr( R) and by taking Fourier transforms we see that 
A* $-f*c, =f. 
By (3) we obtain 
where C, = C 11 A 11. It is clear that (4) implies (1). This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 
Let 0 < 01 < 03, p = 1 or 03, and let T be a bounded linear operator on 
A(or;p, co) which commutes with translations. By a theorem of Taibleson, 
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T(f) = B *f, f or all f E Y, the Schwartz space of test functions. Here B is a 
tempered distribution in the space A(0; 1, co) (see [17, Sect. VI; 18, Theorems 1, 
21). By [18, Theorem 2(b)], T is also a bounded operator on JO; 2,2) = L, 
(see [17, Theorem 151). We thus obtain the existence of a function p EL,(R) 
so that T( f )^ = T’ for all f E 9’ and 
II T I/m < C II Tllo(~(a;tw~ 
(see [5, Theorem 1.51 or [ll, Chap. 41). It follows easily that if TV E M(R), then 
P(R)- C sp(Tu > 4~ P, a)). 
(See the proof of Lemma 2.1 of [21]). M oreover, an elementary argument (see 
[5, Sect. 1.41) implies that 
sp(T, ,4; P, a)) = J’CW u (01, 
for all f~ L, . However, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let p = 1 or 00. Let p E M,,(R) be a measure satisf3ling 
condition (*) of Theorem 2.4. Then there exists f E L,(R) so that 
sp rad(T,-? ,4a; P, a)) > ll(p - f IA IL , 
for 0 < (Y < co. In particular, sp(T,-, , A(d;p, co)) # (p - f)^(R) u {0}, 
o<a.<m. 
Proof. The proof follows along the lines set forth in Theorem 2.4. Specifi-s 
tally, choose TV E M,(R) so that 
j = 1, 2,... . Let f ELI(R) so that Il(p -f)” Ilrn < 1 and so that (p -f)” = 0 
on (-1, 1). Then by Lemma 4.2(b), 
It follows that 
= (l/C) lim sup II $ * Ya /I1 > v/C. 
6+0 
sp rad( T,-, , A(a; p, ~0)) 3 1. 
This implies the desired result. 
By combining Theorems 3.10 and 4.3 and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5, we obtain 
part (b) of Theorem 1. Hence this latter result has been completely established 
on R. The analog of Theorem 1 for the circle group will be obtained in the next 
section. 
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We conclude this section with some remarks concerning the operators T,, on 
the spaces cl(a;p, q) where 1 < p, q < CO. We require the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let 0 < 01 < ca and let 1 < p, q < 00. Suppose that T is a 
bounded operator on A(ol; p, q) and that T commutes with all translation operators. 
Then T is a bounded operator cnL, , and/j T jlo(t,~ < C /( T Ijo(n(a;P,o)~ , where C 
is a constant depending only on 01, p, and q. 
Proof. Define p’ and q’ by l/p + l/p’ = 1 and l/q+ l/q’ = 1. By [18, 
Theorem 51, the dual space of cl(ol;p, q) may be identified with the space 
fl( --ol; p’, q’) (see [ 17, Sect. VI]). Moreover, since T commutes with translations, 
standard arguments show that T(f * g) = T( f ) * g for all f, g E Y, the Schwartz 
space of test functions (see [ll, Chap. 41 or [18, Theorem I]). We may thus 
verify that T(f) = T*(f) for all f E Y, where T* is the adjoint of T. By an 
interpolation theorem of Taibleson, (see [18, Theorem 6, Corollary 31) it 
follows that T is a bounded operator on fl(O, 2,2) = L, (see [17, Theorem 15]), 
and II TllocL,) < C II WHA(~;~,~)) , as desired. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let 0 < 01 < co, and let 1 < p, q < co. Let ,u E M,,(R). 
Then 
sp(T,, ,4w P, q)) = ,WQ) ” (01. 
Proof. As stated in Section 1, 
sp(T, 3 L,) = P(R) u 101. 
Then if X $ a(R) u (O}, (/v - T&l . is a bounded, translation-invariant operator 
on L, . Hence (;\I - T&l is also a bounded operator on /l(or; p, q). Thus 
(1) 
Conversely, suppose h $ sp(T,, , fl(ol; p, q)). Write S = (U - T,)-l. It is not 
difficult to verify that S commutes with all translation operators. Lemma 4.4 
implies that S is a bounded multiplier transformation on L, (see [l 1, Chap. 41). 
Hence there exists 3 E L,(R) so that S( f )^ = sj for all test functions f. In 
particular, 3 = ((hl - T,) 0 S( f ))^ = (X - p) # for f E 9’; consequently 
(A - p>s = 1 1 a most everywhere on R. Clearly then, X $ p(R) u (0). Thus 
NW u iO> C sp(T, , -,?a; P, 4)). (2) 
Equations (1) and (2) imply the desired conclusion. 
We also notice that for all TV E M(R), sp( T, , fl(a; p, q)) is independent of 01, 
0 < (II < co. Here 1 < p, q < co. This follows by Lemma 4.1(b). 
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5 
In this section we obtain the analog of Theorem 1 for the circle group. We 
identify this group with the interval [- V, r). The theory required is quite 
similar to that introduced above for the real line. Hence, in several instances 
we will give less than detailed proofs. We begin by defining the functions which 
play the role of the previously considered Y8 . 
Let 0 < 6 < 1. Define p,(x) = 2rrYs(x) if x E [-V, m), and extend p8 to R 
by periodicity (with period 27~). We have the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let ME&. Then lim,,, Ilf * 3, ljL,(T) = 0. 
LEMMA 5.2. There exists a constant K > 0 so that 
II % lhu, d K 
for 0 < 8 < 1. 
The proof of this result follows from Lemma 2.2 by rather standard argu- 
ments. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let T be a bounded linear operator on HI(U). Then 
liy:oup II T(~dl~~m < K II T Il~wm , 
where K is an absolute constant. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let 0 < 01 < 00, and let p = 1 or 00. Then for every p E M(T), 
sup II II * Fs lIL1(U) < C II T, lhn(n:wo)) > 6>0 
where C is a constant depending only on ~1. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is almost identical to that given in [22, 
Theorems I, III]. Define 
f(x) = f + einz. 
v=-cc 
+L#O 
Then we need only observe that p * q8(x) = -(l/8)( f (x + S/2) + f(x - 6/2) - 
2f(x)) for almost all x; this follows since the Fourier coefficients of the expres- 
sions involved are equal. Thus 
;q& II P *m = y>p IIf@ + s/2> +f(x - 812) - 2f@h* 
The argument now proceeds as in the aforementioned theorems in [22]. 
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We note in passing that the analog of Lemma 4.2(a) is also valid in this 
context; its proof again is similar to that in [22]. 
We now turn to the analog of our principal estimate, Theorem 3.10. The 
notations are those of Section 3. Notice that the measures constructed there 
have support in [O, 11, and so may be viewed as measures on the circle group. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let (t,} E Q be fully independent mod rr. Define p = 
j(czzl (PO + &,). Then 
for all j = 1, 2,... . 
lim sup // $ * !P6 IlLI = 1, 
a+0 
Proof. Throughout the course of the proof, we let A + B (mod 2~) denote 
the sum of the sets A and B on the circle group. The proof follows along the 
lines set forth in Theorem 3.10. Let {E,} be defined inductively by the formula 
t, = et, ... &-,(l - [,), n = 1, 2 ,..., where 0 = Cz=‘=, tn. Then 6, --+ 0 as 
n -+ cc and 5, < 3 for all n. Let E be the Cantor set on [0, 01 corresponding 
to the ratios of dissection (5,); that is, E = {~~=“=, ckt 1 l k = 0 or l}. Then 
E C [0, 01 C [0, I]. Let {E,} be th e sets corresponding to E as in Definition 3.1; 
write E, = u:I, Ini, n = 1, 2 ,... . Let jE and jE, denote the j-fold sums 
Ef ..’ + E and E, + ... + E, , respectively. 
Let j be a positive integer. Since {tn} is fully independent mod z-, ~q 6 jE for 
all q E Z\(O). Since jE is compact, we may choose 7 > 0 so that dist(rq, jE) 3 71 
for q EZ\{O}. Moreover, since {tn} is fully independent mod rr, {t,} is fully 
separated mod r. Hence, there exists N so that n > N implies 
(1) 
whenever q EH and {rni}y==, is a finite sequence of integers, with j mi j < j 
(1 < i < n), and miO # 0 for some i,, . LetO<e<l. Choosen,>Nso 
that k 3 n, implies that (a) 8jtk/(l - &J < E, j0& ... tk < $tk , and t, < 7, 
(b) dist(rrq, jE,) 2 $7, for all q E H\(O). 
We write jEn = (J& Jni, where each Jni is of the form I> + ... + I$, and 
Jpzi # J,” if i # 1. Here M = (j + I)%. Evidently the length of each Jni is 
jet1 ... 6%. For n > no, each J,” is contained in an interval of the form 
((21- l)r + y/z P+ 1)m - $3 f or a unique integer 1; this follows by (b) 
above. Thus, if J,i =I$ + s** + I$, Jni (mod 27r), that is, the sum of the 
intervals I$ + ... + Iii on the circle group, may be identified with the interval 
12 + ..* + I,i - 2~~1 C (-‘rr, r), for a unique 1 E Z. Write K,i = Jni (mod 27r), 
for all i and 71. We now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.10. 
Fix n > no . Note that jEn (mod 2~) = Uz, K,$. Then K,$ C (-T + ~/2, 
T - q/2) and each interval Kni has length jet, ... 5, . 
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An argument similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 3.10 implies that 
dist(Kni, Kflz) > &t, 
for i # 1. Here we have used (1). 
We now show that 
II PLj * Ts lIL,(T) 3 1 - E? 
where 6 = 6, = it, . As before, let pi be the measure defined by pi(F) = 
~(1~~ n F), for every Bore1 set F. Then # = CE, qivi, where qi is a positive 
integer, and vi is a measure of the form pi, * ... * pLij, the j-fold convolution 
on T. Notice that supp vi C I$ + ... + Ikj - 2rr&, for appropriate I$ ,..., I$, 
and Zi . Thus, we may arrange matters so that supp vi C Kni, 1 < i < M. 
We now proceed as in Theorem 3.10. We need only make the additional ob- 
servation that vi * ul, (the convolution on R) has support in (--‘IT, VT), for n 3 a,, , 
and all i. This will yield the desired conclusion. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let p = 1 or co. Then there exists TV E M&T) so that 
(4 SP rad(T,, WT)) > IICL 111, 
(b) SP rad(T,, J~;P, ~0)) > llfilll,, for 0 < 01 < ~0. 
This theorem follows by Lemmas 3.3, 3.5, and 5.1-5.4, Theorem 5.5, and 
the argument of Theorem 2.4. 
6 
We conclude this paper with some examples related to our principal results. 
The first will deal with the property 
lim sup /I CL * u’, /!r > 0 
S-0 
(1) 
for singular measures p E M,(R). Specifically, we ask whether property (1) must 
hold for all p E M,,(R) which are supported on a perfect set of measure zero. 
We answer this question negatively. The following lemma is required in our 
example. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let p E M(R). Then 
SSo/29/2-4 
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Proof. By computation, pa(t) = (2/i&)(1 - cos(G/2)), for t # 0, and 
!?‘a(0) = 0. Then for all 6 > 0 and all x E R\(O) we have 
!! CL * Y8 Ill 3 I iw I %(x,1 = & 1 1 -cos~~I~(X)i. 
Define 6, = n/i x 1 if x # 0. Then 
II CL * Y& Ill 2 V/77) I I+% 
This implies the desired result. 
THEOREM 6.2. There exists TV E M,(R) so that 
(a) supp p is a perfect subset of [0, 11. 
(b) supp p has measure zero. 
(4 limb0 II P * u/, IL = 0. 
Proof. In [9], Kahane constructs a measure p E M(R) so that supp p is a 
subset of [0, l] with measure zero and so that 
lime0 I h 1-l IIf@ + 4 + f(x - 4 - 2f(x)lL = 0, 
where f(x) = ,u(-co, x). In particular, 
hi I/ p * Ya /lr. = 0. 
Since p has compact support, (2) implies that 
(21 
By Lemma 6.1, p E M,,(R). In particular, p is a continuous measure so that 
supp p is a perfect set. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
The example in Theorem 6.2 shows that the “regular” structure of Cantor- 
type sets is crucial in the proof of Theorem 3.10, even in the case j = 1. 
The preceding result may be strengthened somewhat. We obtain an example 
which complements Comment 2.6. To this end, define m(EP(U)) to be the 
closure of {TY IJEL,(T)} in 0(=(T)). Let m(A(cL; 9, 4)) denote the closure of 
{Tf jf~Li(T)} in O(A(a;p, q)), 0 < 01 < CO, 1 < p, q < co. We refer the 
reader to [5, Sect. 1.41 for related spaces. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let {+(n)}l-, be a bounded sequence. Dejine the operator Tm by 
Tb( f )^ = 43, for all f E L,(T). Then T* is a bounded operator from H’(T) into 
L,(T) if and only if 
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In the case, cl /j T jlo(,,l.L,) < A($) < c2 II T Ilo(Hl,L,) , where cl and c2 are absolute 
constants. 
This result may be found in [2, pp. 103-1041. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let {$(n)}z==_, be a bounded sequence. Define the operator T6 by 
TdfY = $t for all MEL,. S PP u ose that T6 E O(W(T)). Then T, E 
O(A(a; p, q)), 0 < 01 < 00, 1 < p, q < co. Moreover, 
zuhere C is a constant depending only on a, p and q. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.2, 
SUP /I W&)/l, < K // Tb IlO , 
O<B<l 
where K is an absolute constant. 
Define f (x) = Cnzo(+(n)/in)ein”. Then T,(F8)(x) = (l/S)(Zf (x) - f (x + 6/2) - 
f(x - a/2)) for almost all X, as may be seen by comparing the Fourier! coefficients 
of the quantities involved. By the argument of [22, Theorems 1, 31, 
for appropriate constants C and Kr ; here p = 1 or co. The general result now 
follows readily by [18, Theorem 21. 
THEOREM 6.5. There exists a positive measure TV E M,(U) so that 
(a) supp p is a perfect set of measure zero in [0, 11, 
(b) Tu E mW(V), 
(c) T,, E m(n(a; P, q)), 0 < a -C 00, 1 <P, q < CO. 
Proof. By a theorem of Ivasev-Musatov (see [7, p. 290]), there exists a 
measure p E M,(T) satisfying condition (a) of Theorem 6.5 and so that ( $(k)] < 
EJ k j1j2 for k # 0; here {Q} is a sequence converging to 0 as 1 k / -+ co. 
Define fn(x) = Cj”=-,i;(j) eiiz, n = 1, 2 ,... . We assert that 
11 T, - Tf,/imd - 0 as n + co. (1) 
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By Lemma 6.3, we see that 
II T, - Tf,llo(~l) < c 11 T, - Tf,, ilO(H',L,) 
< CS& 
N>l A7 
( c h2 I wY)L;z 
n+l<lkl<N 




1 k j ~~~)l” - 0 
(C is a constant whose value may change from place to place.) Thus (1) is 
established and T, E m(Hr(T)). Part (c) of the theorem follows by (1) and 
Lemma 6.4. The result has been completely proved. 
We note that the measure TV of Theorem 6.5 also satisfies the condition 
lim,,, 11 p * 3, II1 = 0; this follows easily by Lemma 5.1. 
Finally, we show the existence of translation-invariant operators on H’ 
whose spectra are “natural,” but which need not correspond to convolution 
by functions in L, . 
THEOREM 6.6. Let + be a bounded, differentiable function on R which satisfks 
sup I x$‘(x)] < CO. 
XEW 
Define the operator T* by T4( f )^ = $f h. Then T* is bounded on H1 and 
sp(T, , H1) = C&V. 
Proof. T* is bounded on HI by an analog of the Mihlin multiplier theorem 
(see [3, p. 1501). A straightforward argument shows that 
C(W)- C MT, , H1). (1) 
Conversely, suppose h g+(R)-. Define 5 = l/(X - 4). It is clear that 5 is a 
bounded, differentiable function on R and that sup,,a 1 x<‘(x)] < co. Again by 
[3, p. 1501, we see that the operator T, (where T5( f )^ = <f) is bounded on Hi. 
Moreover (hl - T,)-l = Ts . Therefore, h r$ sp(T, , Hl). We have shown that 
sp(Tm , H1) C $(W-. (4 
Equations (1) and (2) prove the theorem. 
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